English

Art
Looking at the work of Hans Holbein and



using sketchbooks to record observations
then creating portraits of Henry VIII or
one of his wives

Playscripts – considering the historical importance of William
Shakespeare, reading Marcia Williams’ adaptation of William

Jesus – an inspiration



Christianity

Fronted adverbials

based on the works studied



Possessive and plural apostrophe use



Direct speech and the use of



Expanded noun phrases

French

Science

Les sports et les passé-temps – the sports we play,

Why are humans animals too? –

the activities we participate in, the sports other

identifying independent, dependent and

people play, how often we do things and forming

controlled variables; making predictions

Number and place value – Roman Numerals, rounding

Terrible Tudors
Spring 1

and completing a fair test on tooth decay
Sound (long unit) - looking at how sounds
are made and how sounds travel,
exploring how sounds can be made louder
and quieter, considering how sounds
change

Measurement (mass) – recording mass using decimal
notation, finding multiples of standard weights,

DON’T FORGET!!!

estimating and rounding masses, garden centre
problem calculations
Multiplication – square numbers, finding factors,
formal written methods for multiplication
Measurement (time) – using 12 and 24 hour clocks,
converting units of time, changing times, using
timetables


said words

Romeo and Juliet by Marcia Williams

column subtraction



inverted commas and alternative

Class Text

to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000, place value through



their, there and they’re


Maths



Homophones, including the use of

as hot seating and freeze framing, creating our own playscripts

opinions on sports and activities





Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, exploring drama techniques such

R.E


SPAG

Addition and subtraction – revising the use of formal
written methods and applying in relevant contexts



Geometry – acute, right and obtuse angles



Multiplication – using the most efficient method

History
Identifying how the Tudors came to power, who
Henry VIII was and why it was so important that he
had an heir to the throne, looking at Tudor clothing,
researching Tudor crime and punishment, considering
the significance of the Great Fire of London, many
years later and identifying Mary of Scots as a
significant individual

Forest School – Monday pm
P.E. – Tuesday pm
K2M/Violins – Wednesday pm

